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PW369 - PW3 Hi-Vis Winter Parka Jacket
Collection:  PW3 High Visibility
Range:  PW3

Product information
This thoughtfully designed insulated winter parka jacket combines durable
300D Oxford polyester fabric with a modern fit and stylish look. Ideal for
extreme cold weather conditions,  this  jacket provides excellent thermal
insulation with heavyweight Insulatex lining. Outstanding features include
underarm zips for enhanced breathability, insulated hood with detachable
fur trim and HiVisTex Pro reflective tape.

PW3 High Visibility
Portwest PW3 High Visibility is characterised by fresh dynamic designs,
premium fabrics and a contemporary fit.  Using advanced HiVisTex Pro
retro reflective tape, the segmented heatseal tape flexes with movement.
Certified to the latest international high visibility standards for complete
protection.

PW3
Portwest PW3™ contemporary workwear blends sports and lifestyle trends
with  function,  a  modern  fit  and  improved  comfort.  Utilizing  premium
fabrics, products are engineered for flexibility across a diverse range of
industry and trades and offer exceptional value.

Standards
ANSI/ISEA 107 TYPE R CLASS 3
ANSI/ISEA 107 TYPE P CLASS 3
EN ISO 20471 Class 3
EN 343 Class 3:1 X (WP 15,000mm)
EN 342 (0.356 (M².K/W), 2, X)

Features
Waterproof with sealed seams preventing water penetration●

Extremely water resistant fabric finish, water beads away from fabric●

surface

Internal zipped pocket provides safe and secure storage●

Detachable quilt lined hood with optional faux fur trim to suit all●

weather conditions

Quick dry knitted cuff for a snug and comfortable fit●

Underarm pit zippers for enhanced breathability●

Drawcord adjustable waist for a comfortable fit●

Detachable ID pocket●

Insulatex™ heat reflective lining reflects heat back into the body●

ensuring maximum warmth and comfort

Heavyweight quilt lining for maximum thermal insulation●

Easy grip pullers attached to all zippers●
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